Guided Notes:

President Jackson
Voting Rights
Tariffs and the Nullification Crisis

EQ: Can you Explain the impact of Andrew Jackson’s Election?
The Election of 1828

1. Who were the Democrats?
2. What is Mudslinging?
3. Why do you think Jackson won the election?

Election of 1828 Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDfRqkZZ5mM&ibss=1
Voting Rights

➔ Who received more Voting Rights during Andrew Jackson’s Presidency?
➔ Why was this such a big deal?
➔ What is a Bureaucracy?
➔ Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0K8bb9uJQ4&iss=1
The Spoils System

Explain Nominating Conventions: Page 378
Explain how the Spoils System Works: Page 378
Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88fn2n80m_w&ibss=1
Nullification

What does it mean to Nullify?
Nullification Crisis

What was the Nullification Crisis?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Arb_ybDn7bA&ibss=1
Exit Question:

How Does Andrew Jackson Compare to other Presidents through his actions?